A HPC-OPTIMISED CLOUD PLATFORM

LMX Cloud for HPC

As HPC workloads broaden, evolve and become more diverse, you need a cluster management system that can adapt and be flexible to accommodate the demands of modern day workloads at any scale.

About LMX Cloud

LMX Cloud is a comprehensive Cloud HPC cluster management stack that supports a broad range of workloads and software environments, enabling organisations with an agile and scalable IT infrastructure. Run batch or MPI workloads on SLURM today and over time transition to Kubernetes for AI or Spark for data analytics, easily evolving your infrastructure as user demands change. Our solution includes a self service portal where users can spin up their own virtual environments for POC or investigative work.

LMX CLOUD DELIVERS A DYNAMIC INFRASTRUCTURE THAT CAN ADAPT TO YOUR CHANGING WORKLOADS

**ENTERPRISE AI AND HPC PLATFORMFORM**

High Performance Computing and Analytics (HPCA) is a rapidly growing sector that combines traditional High Performance Computing (HPC) with High Performance Data Analytics (HPDA). Modern workloads are adapting AI tools and techniques to shift through enormous data volumes to extract insight or enhance solutions. LMX Cloud provides the agility to respond and scale to any workload demands ranging from compute intensive simulation to processing of large data sets.

**SECURE MULTI-CLUSTER**

For sensitive projects or external collaboration on sensitive data sets, LMX Cloud provides users with a secure environment where HPC systems can be segregated into multi-tenant environments to provide isolated and secure access to HPC resources.

**USER PORTAL**

For users who are unfamiliar with the Linux CLI, HPC resources should still be easy to use and consume. Our portal allows users to fully harness the power of HPC clusters through a simple to use interface. The portal also allows users to create their own VNC sessions for remote visualisation, RStudio dashboards or Jupyter notebooks.

**PUBLIC CLOUD EXTENSION**

When resources on premise reach capacity, LMX Cloud can extend or replicate clusters out to a public cloud environment. High priority projects or sudden changes to resource demands can be accommodated instantly with an elastic infrastructure.